In this paper, we investigate the generalized Hyers-Ulam stability of a reciprocal type functional equation in several variables in matrix non-Archimedean random normed spaces by direct and fixed point methods.
Introduction
About  years ago, Ulam [] raised the well-known stability problem of functional equations. In the next year, Ulam's problem was partially answered by Hyers 
where m is a positive integer with m ≥  in various normed spaces.
Remark . Ravi et al.
[-] gave some counter-examples for the stability of reciprocal functional equations in singular cases.
In this paper, we apply a direct method and a fixed point method to investigate the generalized Hyers-Ulam stability of the functional equation (.) in matrix non-Archimedean random normed spaces.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some definitions and results which will be used later in the article. 
Let K be a field. A non-Archimedean absolute value on K is a function | · | from K into [, ∞) such that for any a, b ∈ K we have () |a| ≥  and equality holds if and only if a = ; () |ab| = |a||b|; () |a + b| ≤ max{|a|, |b|}.
The condition () is called the strict triangle inequality. By (), we have || = |-| = . Thus, by induction, it follows from () that |n| ≤  for each integer n. We always assume in addition that | · | is non-trivial, i.e., that there is an a  ∈ K such that |a  | = , .
Let X be a vector space over a scalar field K with a non-Archimedean non-trivial valuation | · |. A function · : X → R is a non-Archimedean norm (valuation) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(NA  ) x =  if and only if x = ; (NA  ) rx = |r| x for all r ∈ K and x ∈ X; (NA  ) x + y ≤ max{ x , y } for all x, y ∈ X (the strong triangle inequality).
Then (X, · ) is called a non-Archimedean space.
Thanks to the inequality 
, F ≤ G if and only if F(t) ≤ G(t)
for all t in R.
Definition . []
A non-Archimedean random normed space (briefly, NA-RN-space) is a triple (X, μ, T), where X is a vector space, T is a continuous t-norm, and μ is a mapping from X into D + such that the following conditions hold:
It is easy to see that if (RN) holds, then we have
() A sequence {x n } in X is said to be convergent to x in X if, for every >  and λ > , there exists a positive integer N such that μ x n -x ( ) >  -λ whenever n ≥ N .
() A sequence {x n } in X is called a Cauchy sequence if, for every >  and λ > , there exists a positive integer N such that μ x n -x n+ ( ) >  -λ whenever n ≥ N . () An NA-RN-space (X, μ, T) is said to be complete if and only if every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent to a point in X.
We will also use the following notations. The set of all m × n-matrices in X will be denoted by M m,n (X). When m = n, the matrix M m,n (X) will be written as M n (X). The symbols e j ∈ M ,n (C) will denote the row vector whose jth component is  and the other components are . Similarly, E ij ∈ M n (C) will denote the n × n matrix whose (i, j)-component is  and the other components are . The n × n matrix whose (i, j)-component is x and the other components are  will be denoted by E ij ⊗ x ∈ M n (X).
Let (X, · ) be a normed space. Note that (X, { · n }) is a matrix normed space if and only if (M n (X), · n ) is a normed space for each positive integer n and AxB k ≤ A B x n holds for A ∈ M k,n , x = [x ij ] ∈ M n (X) and B ∈ M n,k , and that (X, { · n }) is a matrix Banach space if and only if X is a Banach space and (X, { · n }) is a matrix normed space.
Let E, F be vector spaces. For a given mapping h : E → F and a given positive integer n,
We introduce the concept of matrix non-Archimedean random normed space.
Definition . Let (X, μ, T) be a non-Archimedean random normed space. Then:
is called a matrix non-Archimedean random normed space if for each positive integer n, (M n (X), {μ (n) }, T) is a non-Archimedean random normed space and
is a non-Archimedean random Banach space and (X, {μ (n) }, T) is a matrix nonArchimedean random normed space.
is called a generalized metric on E if d satisfies the following conditions:
We note that the only one difference of the generalized metric from the usual metric is that the range of the former is permitted to include infinity.
The following theorem is very useful for proving our main results; it is due to Diaz and Margolis [] . 
() the sequence {J n x} is convergent to a fixed point x * of J ; () x * is the unique fixed point of J in the set
, for all y ∈ .
Throughout this paper, we assume that X be a normed space and (Y , μ For a mapping r : 
for all x = [x ij ] ∈ M n (X) and all t > .
Proof Let n = . Then (.) is equivalent to
for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X and all t > . Replacing x i by
and so
for all x ∈ X and all t > . Now, replacing x by
for all x ∈ X and all t > . By (.) and (.),
for all x ∈ X and all t > . Proceeding and using induction arguments on a positive integer j , we arrive at
for all x ∈ X and all t > . For any positive integer ı, x ∈ X and t > , we have
Hence,
all t > , it follows that the sequence {
} is a Cauchy sequence in the matrix nonArchimedean random Banach space (Y , μ (n) , T). Hence, we can define a mapping r : X → Y by
for all x ∈ X and all t > . Moreover, letting j → ∞ in (.), we get
for all x ∈ X and all t > . To show that r satisfies (.), replacing (x  , . . . , x m ) by (
 j ) in (.) and using (.), we obtain
for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X, for all positive integer j and all t > . Since
we see that r satisfies (.), for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X and all t > . We note that e j ∈ M ,n (R) means that jth component is  and the others are zero, E ij ∈ M n (R) means that (i, j)-component is  and the others are zero, and E ij ⊗ x ∈ M n (X) means that (i, j)-component is x and the others are zero. Since μ 
Proof Let n = . Then (.) is equivalent to
for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X and all t > . The rest of the proof is obtained by replacing x i by x for i = , , . . . , m in (.) and proceeding further by similar arguments as in Theorem ..
Corollary . Let γ ∈ {-, } be fixed. Let f : X → Y be a mapping and let there exist real numbers q = - and θ ≥  with -γ < qγ such that
for all x ∈ X and all t > , then there exists a unique reciprocal mapping r : X → Y such that
, for all t >  and all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X, then by Theorem ., we arrive at
for all x = [x ij ] ∈ M n (X), all t >  and γ = , and using Theorem ., we arrive at 
for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X and all t > , then there exists a unique reciprocal mapping r : X → Y which satisfies (.) and the inequality
for all x  , . . . , x m ∈ X and all t > . Define a set S by S = {h : X → Y |h is a function} and introduce the generalized metric d on S as follows:
where, as usual, inf ∅ = +∞. It is easy to show that (S, d) is complete (see [] , Lemma .). Define a mapping σ : S → S by
for all h ∈ S. We claim that σ is strictly contractive on S. For any given g, h ∈ S, let gh ∈ [, ∞] be an arbitrary constant with d(g, h) ≤ gh . Hence
Therefore, we see that , h) , for all g, h ∈ S that is, σ is strictly contractive mapping of S, with the Lipschitz constant L < . Now, replacing x i by
Hence by applying the fixed point alternative Theorem ., there exists a function r : X → Y satisfying the following:
() r is a fixed point of σ , that is,
for all x ∈ X. The mapping r is the unique fixed point of σ in the set
This implies that r is the unique mapping satisfying (.) such that there exists ∈ (, ∞) satisfying μ f (x)-r(x) ( t) ≥ φ x,...,x (t), ∀x ∈ X, ∀t > . We note that e j ∈ M ,n (R) means that the jth component is  and the others are zero, E ij ∈ M n (R) means that the (i, j)-component is  and the others are zero, and E ij ⊗ x ∈ M n (X) means that the (i, j)-component is x and the others are zero. Since μ 
